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Let G be a locally compact Abelian group with Haar measure 1. For 
1 < r < co, L,(G) will denote the usual Lebesgue space defined on G with 
respect to 1. In recent years a number of papers have been devoted to the 
study of multipliers from L,(G) to a function space defined on G. For 
example, Burnham and Goldberg [ 1 ] and Goldberg and Seltzer [3] have 
studied the multipliers from L,(G) to a Segal algebra S(G); Feichtinger [2] 
has studied the multipliers from L,(G) to a homogeneous Banach space 
B(G); in [6] we have characterized the space of multipliers from L,(G) to a 
Lipschitz space Lip(a,p, G) (or lip&p, G)), and in [8] we have studied the 
multipliers from L,(G) to a Lipschitz-Zygmund class LA,(a,p; G) (or 
Ll,(a,p; G)), where G is a metrizable locally compact Abelian group (with 
additional hypothesis imposed on G in some of our results). In this note we 
present two results (see Theorems 1 and 2) on the multipliers from one 
Lipschitz space yip(a,p; G) to another Lipschitz space Uip(/.?, q; G), where 
G is a Vilenkin group (i.e., G is an infinite, compact, O-dimensional, 
metrizable, Abelian group). Zygmund [ 111 and Mizuhara [ 51 have obtained 
similar results for Lipschitz spaces defined on the circle group. 
For the remainder of this note G will denote a Vilenkin group. We shall 
need some facts about G; the relevant facts, notation and terminology can be 
found in the first two pages of our paper [7]. 
The following definitions are slight extensions of Definitions 2.2 and 2.3 in 
171. 
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DEFINITION 1. If 1 <<p < 03 and if k is any non-negative integer, then 
the integrated modulus of continuity of order k forfE L,(G) is 
q,(f, k) = SUP/II s,f-fll,: Y E G,cL 
where r,f(x) =f(x + y). 
DEFINITION 2. For 0 < a < co and 1 <p < co, we define the Lipschitz 
space Pip(a,p; G) by 
@(a,p; G) = {fE L,(G): q,(.L k) = O((mk+,)-u)l~ 
where in the case p = co it is further assumed that such f are continuous, 
In the sequel we will write Pip(a,p) instead of Pip(a,p; G), and the 
space Mp(a,p) will be endowed with the norm ]/. l],a,p, defined by 
Ilfll,a.p, = Ml, + sip (m,)” Ilf* Rnn -f * D,,-, Ilp’ 
We recall that by a multiplier from Pip(a,p) to HP@, q) we mean a 
bounded linear operator from yip(a,p) to Hp(p, q) that commutes with 
convolutions. The collection of all multipliers from y’ip(a,p) to yip@, 4) 
will be denoted by (Pip(a, p), yip@?, q)). 
THEOREM 1. LetO<a<p<cx, and l<p<co. Then 
(Pip(a, p), yip@, co )) = HP@ - a, p’), 
where l/p + l/p’ = 1. More precisely, if g E yip@ - a,~‘), then the 
mapping T, defined on Hp(a,p) by T,df) =f * g is a multiplier from 
Pip(a,p) to Pip@, co); converseb, if T E (Hp(a.p), Q%Q, a~)), then 
T = T, for some g in Pip(j3 - a, p’). 
Proof. Let g E Pip(/? - a, p’) and define T, on Y/‘ip(a, p) by 
T,(f) =f + g. By Theorem 3.1 of Quek and Yap [9] and f * g * D,,, - 
f * g * D,,m, =(f*&,,-f*D,,,, ,)*(g*D,,,-g*D,,,~,). we have TS 
(P+ ip(a, p), Y ip(p, co )). 
Now let T E (yip(a,p), Pip@, co)). Then we have Tdf* h) = (Tf) * h 
for all f, h in Pip(a,p). For every positive integer N, we clearly have 
II Tg * D,, - Tg * D,,m, IIs 
<(m,)-” /ITII(IIgllp +S;P (m,)"llg* D,"-g * D,,-, II,) 
for each g E Yip(a,p). 
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Now let C, be the set of all continuous functions rp on G such that 
II rp Ilp < 1. Since TD,+ - TD,,+, 
14, (12.13)]) 
E L, c L,,, we have (by Hewitt and Ross 
= sup I ( WEC, -6 TD,p - PnvJ4 d--y> dx 
= SUP wm,, - TDrn,,~J * (P(O)1 
@CC, 
G sup IIw4n,~ - TD/q_,) * PII, 
WCC, 
+ S;P (FJ” IIrp * D,V * D,k - rp * D,% * D,+, II,1 
G h-’ II TII s:cp ill~ * P,Jp I, 
(since D,,,& * D,,-D,,v * D,,_, = 0 for all k > N) 
G hJ4 IIT fy ~Ildl, IID,,,lI, 
P 
+ b’v)“ yf, Ildlp IID,, * (D,,,, - Q,,_,)ll, I, 
< Constant (I Tll(m,)-'"-"'. (1) 
Thus { TD,,,,) is a Cauchy sequence in L,, and there exists g E L,. such that 
Now 1etfE Yip(a,p). Then we have (Tf)- = lim(Tf)A d 
y$$$n*k”)* = lim(Tdf* D ))- = lim((TD ) *f>l = lim(TD )-fz 
@ point-wise. Tmh”us Tf = g *f for :;I fE Yip(a, p)y”It follows from (?f that 
II g -g * D,,&,, < Constant(m,+ ,)-(4-a’. 
Hence, by [9, Theorem 2.41, we have g E Mp(a,p’). This shows that T= T, 
with g E gip(a, p’). 
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Remark. If we take p = co in Theorem 1, then we have 
(Fip(a, co), Yip@, co)) = Yip@ - a, I) for O<a<~<co. 
This result is an analogue of Theorem A in Mizuhara [5]. 
THEOREM 2. LetO<a</?<co andlet l<p<oo. Then 
(Yip(a, l), 9ip@,p)) = PipCa - a, p). 
More precisely, for each g E Pip@ - a,~), the mapping Tg defined on 
W(a, 1) by T,(f) =f * g is a multiplier from Lfip(a, 1) to Yip(j?,p); 
conversely, if T E (Yip(a, l), Pip(J?,p)), then T = TB for some 
g E 9ipGa - a, p). 
Proof. Let g E lpip(@ - a,p) and define T, on Yip(a, 1) by T&f > = 
f * g. Then, as in the proof of Theorem 1, T, E (LPip(a, l), Uip@p)). 
Now let T E (Pip(a, I), 4pip@ p)). Then 
II Tf II (D,p) < II TII Ilf Ilw 
for all f E LPip(a, 1). Hence 
sup hJ’ IlKf I* D,, - (?‘f I* DmkmI lip
k 
< 11 Tll[llf II, + s;p (mk)a Ilf * D,, -f * Dmk_, II, I. (2) 
Now let f = D,,,&, N a positive integer. Then, by (2) and the fact that 
D m,, * Dm, - D,, * Dm,-, = 0 for all k > N, we have 
hJ4 II TD,,, - TDm,,-,IIp < II TIIU + 2hJ”>. 
Hence we have 
]] TD,V - TD,,,-, ]( < Constant(m,V) m”-a’. (3) 
This shows that (TD,,,,} is a Cauchy sequence in L,, and so there exists 
g E L, such that TD,, -+ g in L,. It follows, as in Theorem 1, that Tf =f * g 
for all f in Yip(a, 1). By (3), we have f E Yip@3 - a,~). This shows that 
T = T, with g E Yip@ - a,p). 
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